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Recovery from Old Man Beliefs – Rehabilitating the Soul with New Man Beliefs

Eph 4:1-16 – God’s Will for the Church
Vs 1-6 Walking Worthy of your Calling – guarding the unity of GHS
Vs 7-16 Speaking Gifts edifying & unifying the body of Christ

Vs 17-25 This I say therefore, and affirm together with the Lord, that you walk no longer 
just as the Gentiles also walk, in the futility of their mind, 18 being darkened in their 
understanding, excluded from the life of God, because of the ignorance that is in them, 
because of the hardness of their heart; 19 and they, having become callous, have given 
themselves over to sensuality, for the practice of every kind of impurity with greediness. 

 The Lord has enlisted Paul to confront the church with this message
 Believers were holding onto their old ways of thinking and former manner of living 

while claiming to walk in the light – no longer!

Vs 20-21 But you did not learn Christ in this way, 21 assuming that it was Him you have heard 
and by Him you have been taught, just as truth is in Jesus, 

 Christ is not teaching His church, His family that it is His will for believers to continue 
in their old ways of thinking and living.

 What Christ says to His church is found in vs 22-25 
 Peel away the layers of old beliefs and motives

Vs 22-25 that, in reference to your former manner of life, you lay aside the old self, which is 
being corrupted in accordance with the lusts of deceit, 23 and that you be renewed in the 
spirit of your mind, 24 and put on the new self, which in the likeness of God has been created 
in righteousness and holiness of the truth. 25 Therefore, laying aside falsehood, speak truth, 
each one of you, with his neighbor, for we are members of one another.

What is the truth that is in Jesus? 
22 that, you lay aside the dominance of your former manner of life, the old self, which is 
being corrupted, being dominated by deceitful desires
22 – that you lay aside – apotithemi AMInf – to place away from, to remove and put aside, 
take off clothing; reject OM logic 

Aorist – different points of time – not continuously – as GHS reveals the need
Middle – reflexive – we act upon ourselves – act of volition
Infinitive – Purpose – God’s purpose for transformation is laying aside our old life
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apotithemi
Act 7:58 – stoning of Stephen – took off their coats & laid them at Saul’s feet

Rom 13:12 The night is almost gone, and the day is at hand. Let us therefore lay aside the 
deeds of darkness and put on the armor of light.

Colossians 3:5 Therefore consider the members of your earthly body as dead (take off OM) 
to immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and greed, which amounts to idolatry. 6 For it is 
on account of these things that the wrath of God will come, 7 and in them you also once 
walked, when you were living in them. 8 But now you also, put them all aside: anger, wrath, 
malice, slander, and abusive speech from your mouth. 9 Do not lie to one another, since you 
laid aside the old self with its evil practices, 10 and have put on the new self who is being 
renewed to a true knowledge according to the image of the One who created him 

Hebrews 12:1 Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us 
also lay aside every encumbrance, and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run 
with endurance the race that is set before us, 

James 1:21 Therefore putting aside all filthiness and all that remains of wickedness, in 
humility receive the word implanted, which is able to save your souls. 

1 Peter 2:1-2 Therefore, putting aside all malice and all guile and hypocrisy and envy and all 
slander, 2 like newborn babes, long for the pure milk of the word, that by it you may grow in 
respect to salvation, 

a. Paul confronts the Gnostic teachings about dealing with the OSN and habitual sin 
patterns that developed before salvation or out of the world even salvation.

b. Gnostics taught that all physical matter was evil, meaning that the human body and its 
deeds were evil – they developed 2 diverse approaches to the old way of life:
 Antinomian – nothing the flesh does matters so do whatever you want
 Ascetic - suppress & deny all fleshly drives and desires – Monasticism

1Tim 4:3 Forbidding bel’s to marry, & commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath 
created to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe & know the truth. 4 For every 
creature of God is good, & nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving
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c. These same approaches continue into the present day among our so called churches
 Antinomian – sin away and then confess it to the priest or to God, while holding 

“clergy” to absurd & unhealthy standards 
 Ascetic – not sinning is the goal with loss of salvation for unrestrained sinning

d. Paul will explain that life in GHS enables us to grow out of OM habits and patterns
e. His solution is to recognize, reject and remove old patterns of believing & behaving
f. By exchanging our beliefs about how to fulfill our desires, the old patterns fall way to be 

replaced by righteous motives and methods of seeking fulfillment by intimacy with God.

22 – according to – kata – a dominating rule or principle; a standard to 
22 – your former – proterios – prior to salvation, prior to eliminating all influences but God
22 – manner of life – anastrepho – habitual choices and public patterns & behaviors
 Anastrepho – focuses on outward behaviors – outward looking inward  

1 Timothy 4:12 Let no one look down on your youthfulness, but rather in speech, conduct, 
love, faith and purity, show yourself an example of those who believe. 

 Be an example by your public conduct & behavior – lifestyle
Hebrews 13:7 Remember those who led you, who spoke the word of God to you; and 
considering the result of their conduct, imitate their faith. – conduct of spiritual leaders

 Lifestyle and demeanor of those who lead you in your spiritual walk 

a. Paul begins his description with what we are to remove by focusing on outward behavior
b. From birth onward we naturally focus outward on other people and situations more than 

we focus on our own behaviors and interior world - anastrepho.
c. Outward emphasis causes us to be unaware of our thinking – subconscious - asleep

 We typically fail or refuse to examine the reasons why we commit the same sins
 We are barely aware of the patterns & conflict cycles in our relationships

d. As we seek to wake up and become aware of our own motives and logic, we must begin 
with that which is most obvious – what we do and what we say pointing to how we feel.

e. Changing our outward behaviors doesn’t change the logic & thinking motivating them
 We trade one behavior for another operating under the same belief & logic
 Stop smoking  start eating  stop eating   ??????

22 the old – definite article + palaios – ancient, all the way back to AOS
22 man – anthropos – generic man – mankind with an OSN and the resulting false belief 
system that results from interpreting your life from me centered viewpoint.

a. Palaios anthropos refers to the entire human race after the corruption of AOS.
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b. This is Paul’s general terminology for the OSN plus the beliefs & behavior patterns that 
we develop through our life as we react to life in the devil’s world.

Rom 6:6 knowing this, that our old man (palaios anthropos) was crucified with Him, that 
our body of sin might be done away with, that we should no longer be slaves to sin; 
Col 3:9 Stop deceiving &  pretending with one another, since you have laid aside the old man 
with its evil practices,

c. From where does our previous manner of life (anastrepho) find its source? From the 
OSN and the beliefs – behaviors that we have developed throughout our life.

d. We awaken to discern from our outside behaviors to our inside OM motives and logic
e. The OSN has infested our body & will only be eradicated when our soul leaves the body
f. What we can remove is the learned ideas, beliefs, motives and patterns of behavior.

22  the one (old man) being corrupted – ho phtheiro PPPtc – rotted from within, destroyed
1Cor 3:17 – ceremonially defiled; 1Cor 15:33 bad company destroys good moral habits
2 Cor 11:3 But I am afraid, lest as the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness, your minds 
should be led astray from the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ. 

a. To be corrupted means to have your character & integrity rotted, ruined from within
b. Adam’s created nature was like God’s, his sin rotted his nature to become self centered
c. The OM’s values are centered around meeting the needs of self in any way necessary, 

placing our needs/desires as more important that even God or His will - pride
d. After the fall, A/E decided that what they felt that they needed was their primary 

concern and justified any actions necessary to meet their need regardless of God’s will.
 When we knowingly sin to meet some need or fulfill our desire, we are placing our 

need and our plan to meet that need ahead of God, His desire & will for us.
 We unconsciously continue to operate by OM motives and methods, refusing to 

examine our own behavior to come into conformity to His will, we are in rebellion
e. OM corruption is the ongoing process of degeneration, developing beliefs & behavior 

patterns contrary to God’s +R standards & habituating them into automatic reactions.
f. These OM beliefs are developed moment by  moment, often as a reaction to events we 

view as painful almost always evoking some self-protective defense mechanism
 Emotional numbness – numbs the pain; Blame – push responsibility on others

g. There are layers of purpose and benefit from removing these –R patterns of behavior
 You’re able to progressively open your heart to Lord, have your intimacy needs met, 

feel fulfilled, peaceful, content and be able to share your tranquility with the world
 You will be able to open yourself more in your relationships, tear down your walls 

that rob you & your loved ones of intimacy & emotional bonding.
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 Show yourself to the world of acquaintances and fellow citizens as one peaceful, 
loving & content building credibility for the gospel message & CWL

22. being dominated by – kata – standard by which we operate and are controlled
22 desires – epithumia – strong desires – common word for desire can be good or bad
22 from deceit – apate – lies, deceit - needs/desires attached to deceptive 

Deceived Desires
a. The OM (OSN + self-centered beliefs & behaviors) is formed when we attach our God 

given need/desire to people & objects in the world, believing & expecting these objects 
in the world to meet our needs  - at the core it is an idolatry system

b. Born separated from God + unable to receive & understand the bible’s message, OSN 
deceives us into believing that the people & things of this life possess the meaning, 
purpose and happiness for which we naturally hunger. 

c. As we progress through the stages of human development we build layers of misdirected 
ideas & beliefs upon one another, all strategies to meet our needs apart from God.

d. Our needs/desires drive us to find fulfillment from the only available source in our life so 
that we build a web of deception from which God desires to rescue us.


